
Introducing Nescafe Unlock: Inner Energy limited edition  

“helps reduce your physical fatigue”  

“Unlock your inner energy potential”  

Unlock your inner energy potential with a brand-new instant coffee. Inner energy is the coffee you love now with 

added benefits! Reduce your physical fatigue and tiredness without additional caffeine, low calories and the 

prepared NESCAFE’ UNLOCK INNER ENERGY drink is sugar free (as prepared).  

We have two different flavours: Classical Coffee and a Refreshing Coffee Mint. Be surprised and experience our 

limited editions.   

This product is powered by three simple ingredients.  

First of course are the delicious coffee beans. Our coffee is grown responsibly and passionately crafted with single 

origin 100% Arabica coffee beans from Columbia.  

Next is our unique and innovative olive leaf extract. Olive leaf extract is an incredible natural ingredient. The olive 

plant is one of the most ancient, cultivated plants and has been around for centuries. The olive fruits are the most 

commonly used part of the plant but the olive leaves and their extract have also been used in tradition. In fact, 

there's increasing proof that olive leaf extract is a natural source of wellbeing.  

Vitamin B6 is an essential nutrient found in many protein-rich foods. Among many things, it helps your body 

convert nutrition into sustained energy (as it contributes to a normal energy-yielding metabolism). It reduces your 

tiredness and fatigue so you can then conquer your day! 

Preparation is easy! Simply add the sachet contents to 200-300 ml of hot water, stir it up, and enjoy! Try it over ice 

for a refreshingly energizing experience. It tastes great with milk and sugar so drink this coffee just the way you like 

it and follow our Instagram page to get some coffee recipe suggestions @Unlock_inner_energy. 

Our pack was designed to take it with you, 10 sachet to take wherever, whenever. Throw it your bag to try it where 

you prefer, outside, a day at work, before going to your gym session, or your day with the kids!  

Unlock your Inner Energy Potential with our limited-edition NESCAFE’ UNLOCK: INNER ENERGY. 

 

About your NESCAFE’ Unlock product 

The ingredients: 

• freeze dried soluble coffee (90%), olive leaf extract (9%), vitamin B6  

• freeze dried soluble coffee (88%), olive leaf extract (9%), spearmint flavor, vitamin B6 

Disclaimers: 

• This product is a food supplement: Instant coffee beverage with olive leaf extract and vitamin B6. The 

recommended serving is one sachet per day. Do not exceed the stated recommended daily dose. Food 

supplements should not be used as a substitute for a varied diet.  

• Store out of reach of young children.  

• Not for children, pregnant or lactating women. 

 

 


